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#2 in the Skylar Foxe Mystery Series High school English teacher Skyler Foxe finally hooks up with

gorgeous assistant football coach Keith Fletcher. But is the man what he seems to be? Skyler still

has his doubts when he spies Keith in some shady circumstances. And there are still some

unanswered questions as to what exactly is going on at the high school. Who thought high school

could be so sinister? Meanwhile, Skyler's friends from college have their own problems. Lovers and

partners, Evan and Jeff were kicked out of the Army for Don't Ask Don't Tell, and the depressed

Evan is found dead. Suicide, says the police, but Skyler thinks otherwise. It's Skyler Foxe on the

hunt for a killer once more!
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Pushed by a book-forum friend on After Elton, I nervously purchased the first in Haley Walsh's

Skyler Foxe series (Foxe Tail) - about a slutty closeted twink who teaches high school and gets all

caught up in murder mysteries.I purposely made the book sound unappealing, because that's what I

was seeing in my mind. And it's not entirely inaccurate. But, having read the book, I found I was

almost desperate to read the rest of the series.Skyler fox is an adorable twink. Naturally tow-headed

(and tow below, if you get my drift) and cute and petit, he has a passion for teaching English lit (in

the high school where he himself went less than a decade before). He also has no interest in

romance and, due to his looks, can find himself a hookup any old time he wants. Oy, so not what

makes me comfortable.And he's decided that he doesn't want to come out to his mother, who raised

him alone after his father abandoned them for his own course of infidelities; and he's going to stay in



the closet at school, because it's safer.Arrgh. I just knew I was going to hate this shallow, selfish

twink. Even as I sort of perved on him. Sigh.But Walsh made a little magic here. (Her editor is Neil

Plakcy, one of my favorite authors, so I might have known.) Skyler is everything I've said, but he's

more. He is aware of his flaws; his shallowness. He is not sure that he's on the right track, but he's,

simply, afraid. As are many of us at the age of 25, in our first real job in a field we love. He is afraid

to fail as a teacher; afraid to disappoint his mother as her only child; afraid to attach himself to any

one man when he can get all the sex he wants by virtue of his looks and charm.But Skyler has

friends.
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